**Funder and Donor Report 2016-2017**

**CHANGE MAKER**
E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation
Radian Group Inc.
The Philadelphia Foundation
The John Templeton Foundation

**CHAMPION**
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Family Fund
Margaret Barry and Jeffrey Abrams
William P. and Debbie Becker
Bryn Mawr Presbyterian Church - Outreach Council
Connelly Foundation
The Gallagher Family
Jon and Rabbi Carol Harris-Shapiro
Lasko Family Foundation
Gie and Lisa Liem
The Wabash Center
Women of Vision - The Jewish Women’s Foundation of Greater Philadelphia

**PARTNER**
Bryn Mawr Presbyterian Church
Rev. Richard Fernandez and Eloise Chevrier
Global Cities Bloomberg Foundation
Charles and Barbara Kahn
MorganStanley SmithBarney
Abby Stamelman Hockey and Eric Hockey
The Very Rev. Judith A. Sullivan
Sankey Williams and Constance Hess Williams

**COMMUNITY BUILDER**
Archdiocese of Philadelphia
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
Dr. Christina Clay and Thomas Ramsey
Douty Foundation
Eastern Pennsylvania Conference, The United Methodist Church
Episcopal Diocese of Pennsylvania
The Hassel Foundation
Christine Kanter
Presbytery of Philadelphia, Presbyterian Church USA
Emily Riley
Laurie and Steven Rosard
Sally and Lawrence Silverman
Southeastern PA Synod-Evangelical Lutheran Church
Cynthia Stewart
Julie Dill Williams

**COLLABORATOR**
Judson Aaron
Audrey Adelson
African Methodist Episcopal Church
Al-Aqsa Islamic Society
Dr. Carol Avins and Rayman Solomon
Sally Baraka
Richard and Eileen Bazelon
Beneficial Bank
Len and Ellen Bernstein
Board of Rabbis of Greater Philadelphia
Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation
Jeanne and Michael DiMonte
Rev. Nicole and Dr. Jeremy Diroff
Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation
Ethical Humanist Society of Philadelphia
First Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia
The Fortin Family Foundation
Franconia Conference, Mennonite Church USA
Lance and Susan Horwitz
Jewish Community Relations Council of the Jewish Federation of Greater Philadelphia
Rabbi Nancy Fuchs Kreimer and Seth Kreimer
Gary and Lynn Laurino
Main Line Unitarian Church
Rabbi Miller and Imam M. Abdur-Razzaq
Jeffrey Pasek and Kathryn Hirsh-Pasek
Pennsylvania Southeast Conference, United Church of Christ
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, Religious Society of Friends
The Marjorie M. and Irwin Nat Pincus Fund
Michael Price
Elizabeth Pincus Rubin and Bruce Rubin
Salvation Army of Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware
Julie Sates
James Shanahan and Elizabeth Weiler
Penny and Labron Shuman
Society of the Holy Child Jesus
Margaret Somerville
Juliet Spitzer and Philip Wachs
Tabernacle United Church
Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy of Philadelphia

**FRIEND**
Quaiser Abdullah
Marta and Robert Adelson
American Sikh Council
Colin Angevine
Hala Attna
Dr. Elliot and Rabbi Shelly Barnathan
Joan and Paul Bergsteinsson
Black Clergy of Philadelphia and Vicinity
Cynthia and Dr. Drick Boyd
Rev. Dr. Malcolm Byrd
David Camp and Gwen Borowsky
Msgr. Michael Carroll
Rabbi Gary and Laya Charleston
Drs. Cathleen and David Cohen
Sr. Gloria Coleman, S.H.C.J.
John D’Amico and Keith Rand
Angelo DiMonte
Corinne and Michael Dougherty
Rabbi Sue Levi Ewell
Drs. Gify and Bijan Etemad
Madeleine Ewing
Richard and Ann Flannery
Meryl Frank and Steve Gabel
Rev. Jesse Garner
Carrie Gish and Marc Rockford
Karen Goren, LCSW, CGP and Volkan Goren
Randi Siegel Harris and John Harris
Bronwen Henry
Rabbi Richard and Barbara Hirsh
The Investment Fund for Foundations (TIFF)*
Amin and Dr. Rehana Jan
Rev. Cynthia Jarvis
Joseph Priestley District of the Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations
Bruce Kothmann and Andrea Kohn-Kothmann
Fariha Khan and Michael Carey
Rev. Rebecca Kirkpatrick and Joshua Yoder
Kun-Yang Lin Dancers, Inc.
Leslie Kunz and Elder Milan
Holly and Bob Lankin
Lance and Mary Laver
Metropolitan Christian Council of Philadelphia
Mosque of Shahid M.R. Bawa Muhaiyaddeen
Mark and Peyton Petty
Rev. Charles Quann
Quba Masjid
Rabbinical Assembly, Philadelphia Region
John and Ginny Rice
Schnader Harrison Segal and Lewis, LLP
Drs. Karen and Kevin Scoles
Bryna Scott
Samuel Silver
Kenwyn Smith and Sara Corse
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha’is of Philadelphia
Robin and Andrew Stamelman
Homa and Alex Tavangar
Rev. Susan Teegen
Univest
Valley Green Bank
Ileine Wasserman and Mark Taylor
Jay and Clyde Weissman

**SUPPORTER**
Ike Acholonu
Carolyn and Tim Adams
Jennifer Adler and Jedd Davis
Kimberly Allen
Two Anonymous Donors
Arch Street Friends Meeting House
Nancy Ash
Manjit and Yashpal Singh Bains
Dr. Maggie Baker
Irl Barg and Janet Walkow
Sally and Morris Barron
Joel Beaver
Susan Beetle
Theresa and Gino Benedetti
Marilyn and John Berberich
Sandra Berkowitz and Jeffrey Shender
Rev. Kirk Berlenbach
Harriet and Dr. Larry Bernstein
Jeannie and Ed Boehner
Stephen and Norma Bolden
Joe and Caren Brennan
Laura Brobyn
Kathleen Brooker
Rev. Geneva Butz
Judith Callan
Steven Chapkin
Susy and Gary Christensen
Church of St. Martin-in-the-Fields
Ruth Clausner
Rennie and Cy Cohen
Congregation Mikveh Israel
Congregation Rodeph Shalom
Rabbi Kate Cook
Council of Korean Churches of Greater Philadelphia
Helen Cunningham and Theodore Newbold
Joanne Davidow
Delaware Valley Association of Reform Rabbis
Lou Del Soldo
Marilyn Desser
Sue and Michael Diroff
Roma and Robert Dockhorn
Elaine and Lee Dushoff
Linda and Michael Dzuba
Sharon Eckstein
Aisha El-Mekki and Nzinga Aziz
Revs. Tim and Amy Emmett-Rardin
Martin and Sonda Epstein
Rabbi Nancy Epstein
Lisa Fair-Pliskin and Dan Pliskin
Marion Feigenbaum
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Joel and Liz Feldman
Carol Fern and John Culhane
John and Vance Fernandez
Arlene Fickler
Allyn Finegold and Howard Perlmutter
Donaldine Finegold
John Fitzpatrick
Michael and Helen Fleisher
Susan Frank
Kathryn Friggle-Norton
Ed and Margaret Geiger
Sonia Gilbert
Gary Gilman
Vivian Ginsburg-Miller and Larry Miller
Michael Glatto
Jeremy Goldberg
Rabbi Elisa Goldberg
Grace Trinity United Church of Christ
Linda Greenbaum
Burton Greenwald
Melissa Greenwald
Colleen Guiney and Gerard Murray
Jonathan Harmon and Martha Lask
Tahmina and Mohammad Hassan
Grace, Dianne and John Heard
Richard and Georgette Hedberg
Patsy Higgins
Hispanic Clergy of Philadelphia and Vicinity
Anne Stokes Hochberg
David Hocky
Glen Hocky and Martha Malin
Joseph Hocky
Marcia and Rev. Dr. John Hougen
Heather and David Hunter
Adab Ibrahim
Marc Jacobs and Phyllis Sterling Jacobs
Pam and Jake Jacobs
Susan and Jonathan Jerison
Jennifer Johnson and Benjamin Dugan
Phil Johnson
Pastor Cedric Hughes Jones
Linda Ronis Kass and Dr. Jon Kass
Amy and Joe Katz
Kay and Marvin Keenze
Azza and Mostafa Kenawy
Marge and Ed Kennedy
Shelly and John Kassler
Foza and Chukri Khorchid
Kenneth and Eve Klothen
Ari Korpiavaara and Ellen Sweet
Isador and Myra Kranzel
Becky Kratzer
Pam and Carey Kugler
Ruth and Dr. Peter Laibson
Margaret Labriores
Charles and Lucinda Landreth
Drs. Arlene Lauf and Marc Goldstein
Deborah Leavy and Donald Bersoff
Jane Isaacs Lowe
Sarah Lowe
Marc Machlin
Roderick MacNeil
Rabbi Jill Maderer
Andrea and Dr. Jay Malamut
Betty Marmom
Holman and Gail Massey
Hoyt and Lauri Masur
Dorothy and Robert McCabe
Mrs. Missy and Mr. Bob McGuiston
Rev. Judith Meckling
Ashvinder and Mohanbir Mehta
Evelyn Minick
Paul Minkoff
Michael and Deb Moran
Pam Murphy
Thomas and Shari Murphy
Louisa and Stephen Mygatt
Susan and Howard Novick
Kareemah Nuriddin and Imam Kenneth Nuriddin
Dale and Marilyn Okonow
Sheryl Oltisky
Dick and Minna Passman
Eboo Patel
Stephanie and Chad Peddicord
Lawrence Peers
Martha Pitcairn
Andrea and Jack Platt
Rev. David and Christine Preisinger
Christine Purcell
Patricia Quigg
Judith Ramirez
Sylvia Hayre Randolph
Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association
Margaret Roberts
Diane and Jon Rogers
Jonathan Rose
Larry and Judy Rubin
Saint Mary Coptic Orthodox Church in Delaware
Saint Timothy’s Episcopal Church
Jessica Scates and Mamadou Sall
Amanda Scates-Preisinger and Rev. Nathaniel Preisinger
David and Maryellen Schwartz
Farnaz and Yawar Shah
Vejay and Savita Singh
Reid Smith
Suellen and Michael Smith
Tammi and Rob Smith
Amanda and Dick Smoot
Nancy Somerville
Larry and Ann Spector
Rabbi Reena Spicehandler and Jeremy Brochin
Shada Sullivan
Jane and Robert Sunshine
Meryl Sussman and Bruce Lipton
Rabbi Lance Sussman
Joell Taggart
Verena Taussig
Amy Thacker
The Revelation Center
The Upper Darby Gurdwara
Linda and Rev. Frank Toia
Trinity Lutheran Church (Fairview Village)
Susan and William Untereker
Vanguard*
Zehra and Sultan Wamiq
Susan and Donald Wargo
Bill Warner
Gari and Michael Weilbacher
Rabbi Sheila Weinberg
Thomas Weihaupt
Susan Weiss
Lois and Jay Wertheimer
Sandra Wertheimer
Jane and Jeff Wilber
Nicole Willard
Shelley Wilson
Pecki Sherman Witonsky
Sam Wojnilower and Gaby Lipkin
Won Institute of Graduate Studies

Barbara and Jim Young
Steven and Tamra Zebovitz
Elia Zelichonok
Robert Zielinski

DONOR
Rev. Barbara Abbott
Leslie Aguilar
Lee and Dale Ann Applebaum
Josiah and Carolyn Armstrong
Nancy Arnold
Mark Aromchick
Nisha and Prakash
Mark and Ann Badders
Mike Bagnoli
Sandra Bauman
Janet Belmont Conn and Richard Conn
Evelyn Bender
Linda and Stuart Berksen
Sachin Bhalla
Alan Bilsky
Jean Blumhardt
Craig and Michelle Boddorff
Annette Boelhouwer
Edna Bogert
Mary Bond
Claire Brill
Marcia Bronstein
Jennifer Brower
Kevin Buck
Maryann Calendrille
Charlie Carroll
Andrew Cassel
Michael Castrilli
Tom Ceresini
Rev. Barbara Chaapel
Karin Childs
Victoria Clark
Elizabeth Cohen
Jacqueline Coren
Rev. Alison Cornish
Bob Cotter
Patricia Coyne
Robert Crane
Charlie and Sabine Cranmer
Rabbi Meryl Crean
Doreen Cunningham
Jon Cutler
Lori Daflou
Xara Davies
Rev. Katie Day and James Sicks
Ernest and Jane Dellheim
Ernest DesRochers
Nick Dinges
Florinda Doelp
David Boonin and Joy Edelman Boonin
Mary Egan
David Eisenberg
Jack English
Amy Mann and Rev. Jean Erb
Rabbi Lewis Eron
Dan Featherstone
Steve and Marla Feder
Sarah Feder
Caitlin Feigenbaum
Puertin Fernandez
Mark and Ginger Fifer
Jacob Fogel
Michael Foley
Rabbi Leah Frankel Wald
Donations of all sizes fund and fuel the work of the Interfaith Center.

**Total Number of Donors in 2016-17: 579**

- Individuals: 512
- Foundations & Funds: 15
- Corporations: 9
- Religious Communities: 43